JOINT CITY COUNCIL & PLANNING COMMISSION

AGENDA

Monday, March 21, 2022
5:15 p.m.

This meeting includes in-person and virtual participation.
Albany City Council Chambers
333 Broadalbin Street SW
Or join the meeting here:
https://council.cityofalbany.net/groups/plc/zoom
Phone In: 1-253-215-8782 (long distance charges may apply)
Meeting ID: 837-8633-4863; Passcode: 464432
Microphones will be muted and webcams will be turned off for presenters and members of the public unless called upon to speak.
If a participant disrupts the meeting, the participant’s microphone and webcam will be turned off.
If disruption continues, the participant will be removed from the meeting.

1. Call to order and pledge of allegiance
2. Roll call
3. Scheduled business: East Albany Area Plan
a. Status Report

(10 minutes)

b. Gap Analysis Findings

(20 minutes)

c. Draft Land Use Alternatives

(60 minutes)

d. Next steps

(10 minutes)

4. Adjournment

This meeting is accessible to the public via video connection. The location for in-person attendance is
accessible to people with disabilities. If you have a disability that requires accommodation, please notify
city staff at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting at: cdaa@cityofalbany.net or call 541-917-7550
Testimony provided at the meeting is part of the public record. Meetings are recorded, capturing both inperson and virtual participation, and are posted on the City website.

cityofalbany.net

East Albany Area Plan

Gap Analysis Report
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
East Albany represents a key growth area for the
City, with a large land base that represents much
of the community's future growth and expansion.
Since the 2001 "East I-5 Plan" was prepared, the
area has seen housing growth, as well as
development of larger commercial businesses and
light industrial facilities. However, development
of neighborhood commercial services and
creation of an integrated transportation, parks
and trails system has lagged. The East Albany Plan
is a fresh look at this key growth area for the City
to create a new plan focused on connectivity,
transportation choices, housing variety, and
vibrant mixed-use and employment centers
around the area’s natural resources and
viewsheds.
The purpose of this document is to provide an
analysis of the “gap” between the future
conditions described in the East Albany Plan’s
Goals and Objectives, and the likely conditions
resulting from a “business as usual” approach to
future development in the area.
This analysis is organized in three main sections:
1. Baseline Future Conditions are described using the categories of Land Use, Transportation, and
Infrastructure.
2. A Gap Analysis compares these baseline future conditions to the project’s vision statement and
goals.
3. Recommendations and Strategies are provided for addressing identified gaps, and these
recommendations and strategies are evaluated in terms of their feasibility and appropriateness for
East Albany.

Baseline Future Conditions
The project team has evaluated the baseline future conditions of the East Albany area, summarized
below. This analysis is the result of:
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•

A transportation analysis conducted by DKS (detailed in Appendix A)

•

An evaluation of current zoning, development code provisions, and development patterns in the
area

•

An assessment of market conditions and market feasibility of desired development types

•

A brief summary of potential impacts on other infrastructure and associated improvements (water,
wastewater and stormwater facilities)

LAND USE, URBAN DESIGN, AND LIKELY DEVELOPMENT
Baseline future land uses are
consistent with existing
comprehensive plan designations,
which are shown in the figure on the
left. East Albany contains land
designated Low- and Medium-Density
Residential, Village Center (a mixeduse designation), General Commercial,
Light Commercial, Light Industrial,
Public/Semi-Public, and Open Space.
A significant portion of the study area
is designated Urban Residential
Reserve (URR) and is not currently
within the Albany city limits. As
described in the Albany
Comprehensive Plan, the URR
identifies areas between the
developed urban area and the Urban
Growth Boundary within which a
variety of residential zones may be
permitted to accommodate all needed
housing types without a Plan change;
and may be up to 35 units per acre.
The development of East Albany
under these land use designations is
likely to resemble other recent
developments in the area, though the
details of specific developments are
subject to property owner desires and
the City’s development process. Generally, the project team expects the following may occur:
•

Automobile-oriented development patterns may result from the development of self-contained
subdivisions that limit bicycle and pedestrian connectivity to existing or future neighboring
developments and new streets that prioritize vehicular movement over pedestrians and bicycles.
Uncoordinated street development may also result in gaps in sidewalks and bike lanes or
inconsistent improvements, such as half-street improvements or different sidewalk widths.
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•

Lack of variety in housing types, such as large areas with only single-family development. Market
forces are likely to guide East Albany in a continued pattern of suburban residential growth, which is
supportive of some of the goals of this planning effort, but in other ways would likely prevent the
full vision of the East Albany Plan from being achieved. If left to current trends, the most likely
development pattern is relatively low-density housing where allowed. Where zoning limits singlefamily housing, multi-family housing or some “missing middle” housing development is viable. The
addition of middle housing types such as duplexes, triplexes, and ADU’s mixed within single-family
neighborhoods in keeping with new state rules should be viable, but the prevalence of this activity is
yet to be seen. As new development occurs, duplex units built as rental units may be the most
common form.

•

Natural areas such as creeks and wetlands relegated to the rear of new homes and other
developments, rather than taking better advantage of these areas as amenities for residents. This
may also result in increased flood hazard for existing and new developments due to the degradation
of the natural flood storage potential of riparian corridors and wetlands.

•

More opportunistic parks and open space development as part of subdivisions and piecemeal
development, missing the opportunity to build a fully connected network of green spaces or
combine open space tracts into large, more usable parcels. This is likely to result in missed
opportunities for a more coordinated and connected park system as piecemeal development occurs.
Albany Development Code Table 8.220-1 identifies existing requirements for open space only as part
of multi-family developments.

•

Wetlands and access issues may result in continued vacancy of industrial parcels where barriers to
development and financial feasibility continue to stymie construction of new employment areas,
and of large parcels under ownership by Samaritan Health Services and Legacy RH, absent further
coordination and discussions with these organizations. Some industrial and employment land is
available to accommodate new growth. Some aging low-intensity industrial uses might be
candidates for redevelopment over time. The remaining vacant industrial lands, south of Santiam
Highway are likely to remain undeveloped until challenges to serving these parcels with improved
streets and utilities are resolved. The largest available site is a 66-acre property east of I-5 and south
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of Highway 20, with high visibility and few wetlands. Utilities are at the site, but development of the
site is expected to exceed the amount of traffic that ODOT will permit to access highway 20 near the
I-5 interchange. The site’s reliance on broader transportation improvements throughout the area is
likely to make it a poor short-term development candidate. There will also likely be a lack of market
incentive for owners of uses like auto repair yards to replace a low intensity (and noxious) use with
denser, more coordinated mixed use development.
•

Commercial development that is single use, surface-parked, and auto-oriented, rather than
creating a desirable character through orientation to natural areas, walkability to nearby housing,
and pedestrian orientation through street frontage. Expanding residential neighborhoods are likely
to remain mostly dependent on the commercial services and employment found to the west of the
freeway, and some extent to the south on Santiam Highway. Without local services and amenities,
the area is likely to remain largely auto-dependent and low density. As the number of households in
the market grows, some new commercial businesses might seek locations in the northern part of
plan area, but options will be scarce, with most commercial land already developed.

•

Significant tree removal for new development. Tree protection is addressed in ADC 9.202 – 9.206
and applied on a site-by-site basis as part of Site Plan Review. Approval is required for the felling of 5
or more trees greater than about 8 inches in diameter.

•

No public initiatives to ensure East Albany has distinctive identity and character, and no intent to
mark the gateways of the district to and from the rest of Albany. Advisory committee members have
expressed the desire to “Bring Albany to East Albany,” which would require public policy and
investment in the area.

TRANSPORTATION
Baseline future conditions for transportation are summarized here and provided in detail in the
memorandum from DKS Associates included as Appendix A.
•

Regional 2040 land use projections and assumptions based on existing Comprehensive Plan
designations were coordinated with local agencies during the development of the Corvallis-AlbanyLebanon Model (CALM) development in 2014.

•

The regional 2040 land use projections were used to develop traffic growth forecasts as part of the
2018 Albany Areal Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO) Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
City staff have indicated that these forecasts may underestimate future growth potential.

•

The land use assumptions in the East Albany area included the following changes from 2010 to 2040:
°

Employment growth throughout, but primarily south of US 20. There is also moderate growth
assumed along Knox Butte Road and US 20 corridors.

°

Significant residential growth north of Knox Butte Road (some new developments have already
occurred), and high growth east of Goldfish Farm Road between Knox Butte Road and US 20.

•

The East Albany area has limited connectivity with Knox Butte Road and US 20 providing the only
east-west connections to I-5 and the portion of Albany west of I-5. North-south connections are also
limited and are not continuous through the full area.

•

The land use growth in the area is projected to add additional traffic and further degrade the
primary routes. Traffic intersection operations would degrade, and some intersections would not
meet mobility targets.

JANUARY 20, 2022
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•

The additional traffic on streets will further degrade the pedestrian and bicycle experience traveling
along these facilities. Many streets have curb-tight sidewalks or limited shoulders. In addition, the
ability to safely cross these roads will become more difficult with increases in traffic.

•

The Regional transportation plan identifies numerous future transportation projects to address
regional transportation needs. These projects include approximately $10 million in active
transportation investments and $30 million in roadway capacity enhancements. It is anticipated that
some of these projects cannot be funded through 2040 with current revenue levels. Additional local
projects would be needed to provide localized spot treatments and strategies, such as safe crossing
opportunities.

•

There are long term plans to modify I-5 and interchange configuration within and adjacent to the
project area. While the timing of these improvements is not known, they will require future local
circulation modifications adjacent to I-5.

Table 1. East Albany Land Use Growth Projections (2010 to 2040)

INFRASTRUCTURE
The following figures show existing water, sewer, and storm infrastructure including projects identified
in the 5-year Capital Improvement Program. Existing water, sewer, and storm infrastructure have been
updated by a “business as usual” approach and continuing this method will have varying results.

Water

Water infrastructure has been updated to accommodate growth in East Albany based on the 2005
Water Facility Plan. A higher intensity of uses in this area will have higher fire flow requirements and
may require larger distribution piping and additional storage volume in the Knox Butte area.

Wastewater

The 2015 Wastewater Facility Master Plan calls out several CIP projects in the East Albany region. Most
of these projects are intended to address peak buildout flows during a 5-year storm event. A higher
intensity of uses in East Albany will increase base flows for the region but should not have a major
impact on existing or planned infrastructure.

Stormwater

The 2021 Stormwater Master Plan Figures 8.2 (Cox Creek Basin), and 8.5 (Periwinkle Creek Basin) show
deficiencies in the existing storm system and are excerpted on the following pages. Deficiencies are
shown in red and noted with numbers corresponding to specific facilities in the Master Plan. Generally:
•

Cox Creek Basin: most significant deficiencies in this basin occur within the Albany Municipal Airport
and along Price Road adjacent to Timber-Linn Park. Deficiencies in Price Road are caused by
backwater from Cox Creek. Deficiencies in the airport area are caused by a combination of
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backwater from Cox Creek and Swan Lake and from on-site pipe deficiencies. Another deficiency is
the section of Center Street from 14th Avenue to Highway 20.
•

Periwinkle Creek Basin: These deficiencies are a result of a combination of backwater effects from
Periwinkle Creek and inadequate pipe conveyance. Many of these pipes have been in service for
over 50 years. Increased flow in the build-out condition in Periwinkle Creek cause a propagation of
existing deficiencies due to high backwater conditions causing decreased flow capacity in trunk and
collector lines.

An increase in residential densities will cause more impervious area and the need to allocate more
square footage to storm water capacity and water quality improvements. The 2021 Storm Water Master
Plan calls for Build-Out CIPs in figures 9.5.2 and 9.5.5. Overall, when planning for utilities for land use
and transportation, team members from Keller Associates recommend accounting for the potential to
increase pipe sizes and relocating pipeline alignments to maintain utilities in the right of way.
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Figure 1. Cox Creek Stormwater Deficiencies, portion. 2021 Stormwater Master Plan
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Figure 2. Periwinkle Creek Stormwater Deficiencies, portion. 2021 Stormwater Master Plan.
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Gap Analysis
This section of the report assesses the gap between baseline future conditions and the project’s Vision and Goals, shown below.

VISION STATEMENT
East Albany is a vibrant part of the City that contains residential neighborhoods with a wide variety of housing types,
significant employers, regional facilities and destinations, medical and other services, and locally-serving commercial areas
where residents can meet daily shopping, dining and other needs. A network of trails and pathways provides recreation
opportunities and transportation connections for residents, visitors, and employees in the area. Multi-modal roadways help
connect East Albany to the rest of the City and help bring Albany to East Albany, safely connecting transit users, pedestrians,
bicyclists, and automobile drivers across the area and to and from the rest of the City. East Albany's creeks, wetlands, and
other natural areas are protected and enhanced through development; they serve as an open space amenity for the public
and also help manage stormwater and maintain water quality.
The following table lists the project goals and identifies their consistency with the Baseline Future described in the previous section of this
report. The resulting gap is described in terms of any impediments and potential implementation steps to address gaps. An additional analysis of
the feasibility of recommendations is provided in the following section.
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Table 2. Gaps and Consistency with Project Goals

PROJECT GOAL

Goal 1: Provide a transportation
system that provides access, mobility
and safety for all modes of travel and
supports anticipated residential and
employment growth.
Goal 2: Connect residential,
employment, commercial, and
recreational uses with a functional,
safe, and equitable multi-modal
transportation system that promotes
walking, biking, and transit and
supports public health and climate
change goals.

Goal 3: Support the City’s economic
development and employment goals
and address barriers to achieving
those objectives.

JANUARY 20, 2022

CONSISTENCY
WITH
BASELINE

BARRIERS/ IMPEDIMENTS

Moderate

•

Adopt development code provisions
requiring multimodal connectivity through
subdivisions

•

Add multimodal connections in TSP

•

Existing roadway network,
including County facilities
not built to City standards

•

Establish or obtain significant and innovative
funding resources and strategies needed to
improve system.

•

I-5 and US-20 as barriers for
non-automotive travel

•

Engage state representatives on federal
infrastructure funding

•

Wetlands and other natural
features as barriers

•

Provide public amenities to spur
development

•

Property owner interests

•

Partner with Linn County on road
improvements

•

Utilize bridges or large culverts to cross
natural resource areas in a more
environmentally-sensitive manner

•

Identify strategic initiatives for large parcels
– such as Local Improvement Districts, new
TIF district

•

Establish or partner to create
Citywide/regional wetland mitigation
programs – Cascades West Regional
Wetlands Consortium

•

Conduct City-initiated site preparation

Moderate

Low/Moderate

POTENTIAL STRATEGIES

•

Access issues for
industrial/employment
properties

•

Wetland issues for
industrial/employment
properties Existing uses
(auto wrecking)
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PROJECT GOAL

CONSISTENCY
WITH
BASELINE

BARRIERS/ IMPEDIMENTS
•

Goal 4: Establish a development
pattern of diverse, connected
neighborhoods through an
appropriate mix of zoning
designations.

Goal 5: Increase the variety of
housing types, densities, and mixeduse developments to accommodate
the needs of current and future
residents, including housing that is
affordable and accessible to all
Albany residents at all income levels.

Goal 6: Protect and improve the
area’s watersheds, riparian and
wildlife corridors, wetlands and
drainage ways for stormwater
functions and to help mitigate and
adapt to climate change.
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Low/Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Pattern of existing zoning
and comprehensive plan
designations

•

Existing development
pattern and uses

•

Lack of unentitled mixeduse zoning in area

POTENTIAL STRATEGIES
•

Rezone land within City Limits

•

Apply new comprehensive plan designations
outside City Limits

•

Ensure new zoning and Comprehensive Plan
designations are consistent with Vision and
Goals

•

Rely on recent code updates to address
some housing barriers; consider additional
amendments, as needed

•

High cost of new residential
development statewide

•

Natural resource constraints
and impacts on costs

•

Designate one or more new Mixed-Use
centers and possible incentives in plan area

•

Transportation impacts of
new residential
development on I-5
interchanges

•

Develop subsidized affordable housing in the
area

•

Pursue public/private partnerships to
address transportation and other
infrastructure improvements to address
transportation, other impacts

•

Rely on existing code where sufficient

•

Create Trails and Open Space plan to design
open space corridors that protect resources
and provide trail connections; ensure future
development is consistent with this plan.

•

Concerns from existing
residents about new
development

•

State law regulates natural
features to some extent

•

Additional
protections/mitigation
requirements may reduce
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PROJECT GOAL

CONSISTENCY
WITH
BASELINE

BARRIERS/ IMPEDIMENTS
developability of some
areas

Goal 7: Use interconnected natural
resource corridors and greenway trail
system to provide pedestrian, open
space and wildlife connectivity
between neighborhoods and will
help protect scenic vistas and rural
character.
•

Goal 8: Identify opportunities to
provide and enhance aesthetic,
recreational, and open-space and
amenities, including existing and
new parks in the area. Multi-modal
access to Timber Linn Park is a key
opportunity for this plan.

Goal 9: Create attractive gateways
into Albany from I-5 and US 20.

Moderate

Low

•

Provide incentives (density transfer, credits)
for developments that implement
protections/open spaces (“carrots”)

•

Create strict requirements for
protections/open spaces (“sticks”)

•

Acquire open space land prior to
development and build greenway system

•

Address in continued refinements to and
implementation of Trails and Open Space
plan

•

Identify funding sources for improvements,
including SDCs, other development funding
strategies, grants, etc.

•

Aesthetic/recreational
amenities (existing or
potential) that are not
associated with a
development unlikely to be
improved

•

Existing uses (auto
wrecking, outdoor storage)

•

•

Community vision and
public funds needed for
gateways

Evaluate zoning, uses allowed, and
development standards

•

Conduct design competition for local artists

•

Provide for City or state grant funding for
gateway improvements

•

JANUARY 20, 2022

Neighborhood Parks may be
provided in new residential
areas in an uncoordinated
way without intentional
efforts to meet recreational
needs and refine and
implement park system plan

POTENTIAL STRATEGIES

ODOT policies regarding
gateway features as part of
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PROJECT GOAL

CONSISTENCY
WITH
BASELINE

BARRIERS/ IMPEDIMENTS
interchanges or in ODOT
ROW.

Goal 10: Work with local and regional
government partnering agencies to
implement a coordinated approach
to future annexation and
Low/Moderate
development within the area and
ensure that public facilities and
infrastructure are sized and designed
to serve planned levels of
development.
Goal 11: Explore a variety of
strategies, including “people-mover”
and public transit facilities, for
supporting travel to regional
destinations and events in the area
such as activities and events at
Timber Linn Park, the Expo Center
and similar locations, while reducing
traffic congestion.

Low/Moderate

Goal 12: Identify a strategy for
implementation, including shortterm and long-term measures and
funding sources the City can take

n/a
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•

•

Existing facilities built to
County standards need to
be upgraded to City
standards
Piecemeal development
absent thoughtful public
facilities planning can lead
to less-than-optimal
infrastructure provision
(playing catch-up)

•

Funding for transit

•

Existing street network/lack
of connectivity to these
destinations

•

COVID concerns

n/a

POTENTIAL STRATEGIES
•

Secure employer or business sponsorship or
contributions

•

Use art grants or programs to fund selected
projects

•

Update infrastructure plans

•

Ensure development in unincorporated areas
does not preclude urbanization and
infrastructure upgrades

•

Address already-identified deficiencies

•

Continue to work with Albany Transit System
and regional providers

•

Study and if warranted implement pilot
projects for people movers (model –
Portland Central Eastside circulator, others)

•

Improve roadway connections

•

Partner with regional facilities and users to
identify solutions

n/a
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PROJECT GOAL

CONSISTENCY
WITH
BASELINE

BARRIERS/ IMPEDIMENTS

POTENTIAL STRATEGIES

that will help achieve its goals for
Project Study Area.
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Recommendations/Strategies
The following is an evaluation of the recommendations and investments identified in the previous
section, in terms of their feasibility in the East Albany context. This evaluation is preliminary and will be
updated through further discussion with the Project team, advisory committee, and other stakeholders.

Symbol

Meaning
Very Appropriate
Somewhat Appropriate
Not Appropriate

GOALS 1 AND 2: CONNECTED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

EVALUATION

Development code
provisions requiring
multimodal
connectivity through
subdivisions

Code audit and
updates (as part of
this planning effort)

Will be completed as part of the East Albany
Plan.

Add multimodal
connections in TSP

TSP Update

Public Provision of
Facilities and
Amenities (parks,
trails, sidewalks,
transportation
improvements)
Establish or obtain
significant and
innovative funding
resources and
strategies needed to
improve system.

JANUARY 20, 2022

Identify funding and
prioritize amenities
Design/construct
amenities

Funding may be a challenge for all identified
connections.

Issues of cost, timing, and coordination with
property owners may make providing
amenities a challenge prior to development.

This is a necessary component of the East
Albany Plan.
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Engage state
representatives on
federal
infrastructure
funding

Coordinate with
League of Oregon
Cities and others

Partner with Linn
County on road
improvements

Coordination through
East Albany Plan and
thereafter

Utilize bridges or
large culverts to
cross natural
resource areas in a
more
environmentallysensitive manner

Establish policy for
environmentallysensitive crossings
Identify funding
Design/build
structures

Creating a well-connected area while crossing
East Albany’s wetlands in an environmentally
sensitive way may be challenging and
potentially costly, but a goal worth pursuing
to the extent possible.

GOAL 3: SUPPORT CITY’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GOALS
STRATEGY

Citywide/regional
wetland mitigation
programs

Identify strategic
initiatives for large
parcels – such as
Local Improvement
Districts, new TIF
district

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

City-initiated site
preparation

EVALUATION

Public funding resources may be necessary to
unlock the development capacity of
remaining industrial lands south of Santiam
Highway. A Local Improvement District, urban
renewal, or other program might help
overcome challenges to access and servicing
of this land, as well as help mitigate wetlands
on the southernmost parcels.

Property owner
coordination
Planning
Commission/Council
adoption

Investigation of these strategies is warranted,
uncertain whether these strategies are
appropriate for East Albany parcels at this
point.

GOAL 4: DIVERSE, CONNECTED NEIGHBORHOODS
STRATEGY

JANUARY 20, 2022

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

EVALUATION
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Rezone land within
City Limits

City-initiated
comprehensive plan
and/or zone change

Apply new
comprehensive plan
designations outside
City Limits

City-initiated
comprehensive plan
change

Comprehensive Plan
changes for specific
large parcels

Stakeholder
outreach, planning

May be appropriate for some properties with
willing landowners, but less effective for
developed sites and unwilling properties.

Provides additional certainty for property
owners in the “Reserve” area and helps the
City understand future needs.

Sites such as the Samaritan Health site are a
good opportunity for a close look and
discussion with property owners.

GOAL 5: HOUSING
STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

Rely on recent code
updates to address
housing

Adoption of HB2001
and related code
updates

Designate one or
more new MixedUse centers in plan
area

Partner with
affordable housing
providers to create
affordable housing in
East Albany

JANUARY 20, 2022

EVALUATION

Appropriate, but potentially insufficient

Identify potential
locations for mixeduse centers
City-initiated
(legislative)
Plan/zone changes

The East Albany Plan will examine potential
locations for new Mixed-Use centers.

Property-owner
initiated plan/zone
changes
Highlight opportunity
sites and solicit
proposals for any
publicly owned land
Support providers in
pursuing

Producing affordable housing in East Albany
will require partnership with many
stakeholders.
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development
applications

Require affordable
housing as a
component of some
development types

Establish citywide
Inclusionary Zoning
program

Provide incentives
for affordable
housing as a
component of some
development types

Consider use of tax
abatements, density
or height bonuses, or
City provision of
public facilities in
exchange for longterm affordable
housing.

Transportation
improvements to
address
transportation
impacts

Requirements for affordable housing,
sometimes called “Inclusionary Zoning,” are
allowed within certain bounds set forth in
statute. However, only the City of Portland
has created such a program and it is not likely
to be feasible in Albany.

Incentives for affordable housing are allowed
in state statute and may be effective at
providing this housing type.

Assess relevance of
RTP/TSP findings
Develop new
transportation
impact analysis

Further evaluation of transportation needs in
East Albany are part of this planning process.

GOALS 6 AND 7: NATURAL RESOURCES AND GREENWAYS
STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

Rely on existing code

No further actions
needed

Create Trails and
Open Space Plan to
design open space
corridors that
protect resources

JANUARY 20, 2022

Draft and refine as
part of East Albany
Plan process
Create policy
language

EVALUATION

May not result in a cohesive greenway
system or functional wetlands if addressed
only through individual developments.
This is an expected part of this planning
process. An overall Trails and Open Space
Plan for East Albany will allow the City to
implement a cohesive system through many
separate developments over time.
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Provide incentives
(density transfer,
credits) for
developments that
implement
protections/open
spaces

Create new Overlay
Zone

Create strict
requirements for
protections/open
space

Create new Overlay
Zone

Negotiate and
purchase land

Acquire land prior to
development and
build greenway
system

Implement open
space/greenway plan

Code provisions of an overlay could
implement policies about open space
protection and creation of a connected
greenway system. Providing allowances or
development incentives could result in more
interest in providing these amenities.
A combination of “carrots” and “sticks” are
likely required to achieve the desired
outcome. However, “sticks” have the
potential to decrease the developability of
land if not coupled with strategies such as
density transfer provisions.

This strategy is likely cost prohibitive for the
City, but may be appropriate for certain key
pieces of land.

GOAL 8: AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL AMENITIES
IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

STRATEGY

Create Trails and
Open Space Plan

Address in Trails and
Open Space plan

Adopt East Albany
Plan
Identify potential
sources

Identify funding
sources for
improvements

Seek funding through
grants, exactions,
etc.

EVALUATION

The East Albany Plan will identify high priority
projects that can be used to seek funding and
implement through development.

The parks master plan identifies potential
new parks in the area but notes that the costs
are “far more than the City can implement in
the next ten years.”

GOAL 9: GATEWAYS
STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTING ACTIONS

Evaluate Zoning,
uses allowed, and

Conduct code audit through
this planning effort

JANUARY 20, 2022

EVALUATION
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development
standards

Design competition
for local artists

City funding for
gateways

Developer exaction
for gateways

Development code evaluation will be
part of this planning effort and will
include suggestions toward
implementing gateways.
Work with Albany Art
Commission, improvement
districts, boosters, youth
organizations.

Likely requires a keystone project,
node, or location. Implementation
depends on other items under this
heading.

Seek grant funding

Funding will be important to
implementing a gateway feature.

Identify other funds
Establish requirements in
zone/overlay/comprehensive
plan
Require dedication and
construction as part of
development process

ODOT Coordination Discussions with TGM Grant
on gateway
Manager and others at
possibilities
ODOT

Potential for property owner pushback.
Subject to legal requirements of rough
proportionality and nexus. Property
ownership/land use that could support
gateway feature may not coincide with
the appropriate site.
Underway as part of this planning
process

GOAL 10: INFRASTRUCTURE
STRATEGY

Update
infrastructure plans

Ensure development
in unincorporated
areas does not
preclude
urbanization and

JANUARY 20, 2022

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS
Evaluate needs as
part of this planning
effort
Adopt updates to
relevant
infrastructure plans
Conduct code audit
and update of URR
plan designation
Re-designate URR
land in study area

EVALUATION

This is an expected part of the East Albany
Plan.

The URR designation could be modified to
add language to implement this strategy, or
re-designated. Alternatively, an overlay could
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infrastructure
upgrades

Create overlay zone

be used for the study area that addresses this
item. Some provisions could include:
•

Shadow platting (requiring applications
to show future development locations)

•

Other requirements to locate
development on lot edges or other
locations which will not preclude
additional future development

•

Requirements to connect to future City
services and improve facilities to city
standards

GOAL 11: TRANSIT
STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTING
ACTIONS

Continue to work
with Albany Transit
System and regional
providers

Conduct meetings/
workshops with
transit providers as
part of East Albany
Plan

Pilot projects for
people movers
(model – Portland
Central Eastside
circulator, others)

Improve roadway
connections

EVALUATION

The Albany Transit System (ATS) has recently
updated its plans for the East Albany area.
Further coordination can inform both ATS
plans and the East Albany plan.

Conduct Case Studies
Identify partners and
funding
Initiate Pilot

Partners could include the Expo Center,
Timber Linn Park, and others.

Study Results
Identify priority
roadway connections
to support transit
Add/modify projects
in the City’s TSP
Fund and construct
improvements

Coordinating transit planning with other
roadway planning as part of the East Albany
Plan will be an important part of this process.

Next Steps
This memorandum will be refined through conversations with City staff, the Project Advisory
Committee, and other stakeholders in January. The resulting list of strategies will be the subject of a

JANUARY 20, 2022
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design workshop in February/March to create several Development Alternatives that show different
ways the City could meet the goals for the East Albany Plan.
These alternatives will be the subject of additional conversations with the Advisory Committee and
broader public in the Spring of 2022. The alternatives will be evaluated, and their best attributes
combined into a preferred plan in Summer, and further refined and adopted through the Fall of 2022.

JANUARY 20, 2022
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APPENDIX A: TRANSPORTATION MEMORANDUM

DATE:

January 20, 2022

TO:

Matt Hastie | Angelo Planning Group

FROM:

Alex Correa; Garth Appanaitis, PE | DKS Associates

SUBJECT: East Albany Plan – Gap Analysis Memorandum (DRAFT)

Project #21181-000

The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the transportation system gap analysis for the
East Albany Plan area. The gap analysis evaluated several facets of the transportation system with
the assumed regional growth that is projected to occur through the Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP) planning horizon of 2040. The following sections summarize background context, future
vehicular mobility, pedestrian and bicycle experience, and planned infrastructure improvements.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The gap analysis identified the following findings:
•

Regional 2040 land use projections and assumptions based on existing Comprehensive Plan
designations were coordinated with local agencies during the development of the CorvallisAlbany-Lebanon Model (CALM) development in 2014.

•

The regional 2040 land use projections were used to develop traffic growth forecasts as part of
the 2018 Albany Areal Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO) Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP). City staff have indicated that these forecasts may underestimate future growth potential.
The land use in the East Albany area included the following changes from 2010 to 2040:
o

o

Employment growth throughout, but primarily south of US 20. There is also moderate growth
assumed along Knox Butte Road and US 20 corridors.
Significant residential growth north of Knox Butte Road (some developments have already
occurred), and high growth east of Goldfish Farm Road between Knox Butte Road and US 20.

•

The East Albany area has limited connectivity with Knox Butte Road and US 20 providing the
only east-west connections to I-5 and the portion of Albany west of I-5. North-south connections
are also limited and are not continuous through the full area.

•

The land use growth in the area is projected to add additional traffic and further degrade the
primary routes. Traffic intersection operations would degrade, and some intersections would not
meet mobility targets.

•

The additional traffic on streets will further degrade the pedestrian and bicycle experience along
these facilities. Many streets have curb-tight sidewalks or limited shoulder. In addition, the
ability to safely cross these roads will become more difficult with the increased traffic.

•

The Regional transportation plan identifies numerous future transportation projects to address
regional transportation needs. These projects include approximately $10 million in active
transportation investments and $30 million in roadway capacity enhancements. It is anticipated
that some of these projects cannot be funded through 2040 with current revenue levels.
Additional local projects would be needed to provide localized spot treatments and strategies,
such as safe crossing opportunities.
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•

There are long term plans to modify I-5 and interchange configuration along the project area.
While the timing of these improvements are not known, they will require future local circulation
modifications adjacent to I-5.

REGIONAL GROWTH CONTEXT

The AAMPO RTP (adopted 2018) identifies future transportation projects to support regional
transportation growth projections. The RTP used traffic volume projections based on the regional
travel demand model (CALM) and regional land use projections that are consistent with Albany’s
Comprehensive Plan. These land use projections and the resulting traffic forecasts were prepared
for a year 2040 planning horizon 1.
The growth assumptions from the 2018 RTP (attached Figure 1, 2, and 3) indicate:
•

Employment growth throughout, but primarily south of US 20. There is also moderate growth
assumed along Knox Butte Road and US 20 corridors.

•

Significant residential growth north of Knox Butte Road (some new developments have already
occurred), and high growth east of Goldfish Farm Road between Knox Butte Road and US 20.

Table 1 summarizes the land use growth projections from 2010 to 2040 in the East Albany area.
Some of this growth (such as homes north of Knox Butte Road) has already occurred. City staff
have indicated that these growth forecasts may underestimate the future growth potential.
TABLE 1. EAST ALBANY LAND USE GROWTH PROJECTIONS (2010 TO 2040)
AREA

HOUSEHOLDS

EMPLOYEES

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

1,606

174

823

KNOX BUTTE TO US 20

795

236

0

SOUTH OF US 20

156

870

0

2,557

1,280

823

NORTH OF KNOX BUTTE RD

TOTAL
Source: AAMPO RTP

FORECASTED TRAFFIC GROWTH

Table 2 summarizes the traffic growth that was forecasted for select locations within East Albany in
the RTP. These roads are projected to experience traffic increases of approximately 30 to 40
percent through the planning horizon of 2040 as additional growth occurs in the East Albany area.

1

The City’s Transportation System Plan (TSP) was adopted in 2012 with a horizon year of 2030 and was based on a prior
set of land use assumptions and a different travel demand model that was not linked with the Corvallis travel model. The
current CALM model was developed to capture the interaction between the two MPOs and surrounding areas.
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TABLE 2. EAST ALBANY PEAK HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUME PROJECTIONS ( 30HV TWO-WAY VOLUME )
EXISTING
VOLUME (2015)

PROJECTED
VOLUME (2040)

PERCENT GROWTH

US20 (EAST OF I-5 RAMPS)

1,550

2,000

29%

KNOX BUTTE ROAD (EAST OF
I-5 RAMPS)

1,500

2,050

37%

CLOVER RIDGE ROAD (NORTH
OF KNOX BUTTE ROAD)

500

700

40%

LOCATION

Source: AAMPO RTP

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

The RTP and TSP previously reported traffic operating conditions in the East Albany study area. The
RTP provides the following overview of the intersection operations documented in the RTP:
Intersection operations were analyzed based on the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual 2 for
signalized intersections and 2010 Highway Capacity Manual 3 for unsignalized intersections.
Level of service and v/c ratios are two commonly used performance measures that provide
a gauge of intersection operations. Level of service is a “report card” rating (A through F)
based on the average delay experienced by vehicles at the intersection. LOS A, B, and C
indicate conditions where traffic moves without significant delays over periods of peak hour
travel demand. LOS D and E are progressively worse operating conditions. LOS F represents
conditions where average vehicle delay has become excessive and demand has exceeded
capacity. This condition is typically evident in long queues and delays.
A v/c ratio is decimal representation (between 0.00 and 1.00) of the proportion of capacity
that is being used (i.e., the saturation) at a turn movement, approach leg, or intersection. A
lower ratio indicates smooth operations and minimal delays. As the ratio approaches 1.00,
congestion increases and performance is reduced. If the ratio is greater than 1.00, the turn
movement, approach leg, or intersection is oversaturated and usually results in excessive
queues and long delays.
All non-state roadways within the study area are under the jurisdiction of the local or county
agency. The City of Albany requires a Level of Service (LOS) D or better to be maintained
for all signalized or all-way stop intersections. For uncontrolled and two-way stop controlled
intersections the volume-to-capacity ratio should not exceed 0.85, for the worst movement.
ODOT intersections have mobility targets based on the Oregon Highway Plan (OHP). The volumeto-capacity target for interchanges is 0.85. Following the adoption of the AAMPO RTP, an alternate

2

2000 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington DC, 2000.

3

2010 Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board, Washington DC, 2010.
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mobility target was adopted for US 20 (non-interchange locations), which is a volume-to-capacity
ratio of 1.0 during the 30HV (peak season) condition and using a peak hour factor of 1.0.
Table 3 lists the intersection operations under 2015 existing and 2040 conditions. TSP conditions
(2030 horizon) are reported for locations that were not included in the RTP intersection analysis. As
indicated with bold text in the table, several intersections would be approaching or exceeding
mobility targets in the future 2040 planning horizon.
TABLE 3. STUDY AREA INTERSECTION OPERATIONS (30 HV PEAK HOUR)
EXISTING (2015)
INTERSECTION
CONTROL

MOBILITY
TARGET

Signalized

I-5 NB / KNOX BUTTE RD

INTERSECTION

FUTURE 2040

LOS

V/C

v/c < 0.95

D

0.84

F

1.43

TWSC

v/c <0.85

A/F

0.19/1.06

B/F

0.66/>2.0

KNOX BUTTE RD / TIMBER
ST

TWSC

LOS D, v/c
< 0.85

A*

0.26*

N/A**

N/A**

KNOX BUTTE RD / CLOVER
RIDGE RD

TWSC

LOS D, v/c
< 0.85

A/E

0.45/
0.32

B/F

0.76/1.97

KNOX BUTTE RD /
SCRAVEL HILL RD

TWSC

LOS D

A/B

0.13/
0.14

A/B

0.13/0.25

I-5 SB / US20

Signalized

v/c <0.85

D*

0.70*

D

0.78

I-5 NB / US20

Signalized

v/c <0.85

A*

0.64*

C

0.85

US20 / GOLDFISH FARMS
RD

Signalized

v/c<1.0

C*

0.24*

B*

0.68*

US20 / SCRAVEL HILL RD

TWSC

v/c<1.0

A/B

0.35/0.15

A/C

0.38/0.22

GRAND PRAIRIE RD /
THREE LAKES RD

TWSC

LOS D

C

0.25

N/A**

N/A**

7 MILE LN / THREE LAKES
RD

TWSC

LOS D

A/B

0.08/0.09

A/B

0.12/0.12

I-5 SB / OR99E

LOS

V/C

*Information gathered from City of Albany TSP, which has a horizon year of 2030 rather than 2040 and base year of 2008.
**Information displayed from City of Albany TSP base year operations (2008) because horizon year operations are not
included at these intersections in either City of Albany TSP nor AAMPO RTP

FESCUE STREET CLOSURE

The East Albany area has limited connectivity with Knox Butte Road and US 20 providing the only
east-west connections to I-5 and the portion of Albany west of I-5. North-south connections are
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also limited and are not continuous through the full area. Prior planning conducted for the I-5
corridor (I-5: South Jefferson Interchange to US 20 Interchange) has identified the need to
reconfigure interchange configuration through the corridor. One modification that has been
identified is the closure of Fescue Street connection to US 20 at the I-5 northbound ramp terminal.
The TSP and RTP identify additional future roadway extensions to provide access to this area,
including a new traffic signal at Timber Street / US 20, extension of Timber Street to Three Lakes
Road, and connection of Maple Leaf Avenue to Spicer Drive.
Due to the limited connectivity south of US 20, preliminary traffic analysis was conducted to
understand the general feasibility and magnitude of improvements that would be needed to
support access via Timber Street. The following assumptions and methods were used to perform
this preliminary analysis:
•

2040 traffic forecasts prepared for the AAMPO RTP (including US 20/Fescue intersection) were
used as the basis for the traffic analysis

•

Assumed a full closure of Fescue Street connection with all traffic shifting to Timber Street

•

Traffic volumes loading onto Timber Street would depend on future land use location and
orientation. Three Lakes Road provides access to a large area, while Spicer Drive provides
access to commercial properties. Assumed approximately one third of trips northbound and
southbound on Timber Street would be destined to Spicer Drive.

•

The driveway on the north side of US 20 opposite of Timber Street was assumed to have 25
vehicles for each turning movement into and out of the driveway.

•

Timber Street was assumed to be a three-lane section, except as needed for additional turn
lanes.

•

The US 20/Timber Street intersection was assumed to be signalized with dual northbound left
turn lanes and an eastbound right turn lane (run as an overlap with the northbound left turn).

•

The Maple Leaf Avenue/Timber Street intersection was assumed to be two way stop controlled
with free north-south flow on Timber Street.

•

The two intersections were assumed to be spaced with approximately 600 feet of separation.

The analysis findings include:
•

The US 20/Timber Street intersection would meet both City of Albany and ODOT mobility targets
(LOS C, v/c =0.75) but some movements, including left turns would likely have high delay.

•

The 95th percentile queue for the northbound left turn would be approximately 200 feet, and
would fit within the 600 foot spacing.

•

The operations of the Maple Leaf Avenue/Timber Street intersection would generally be dictated
by the level of traffic volume using Maple Leave Avenue and turning onto Timber Street. As
analyzed, the high level of eastbound left turn movements would cause the intersection to
operate at LOS F and exceed the City of Albany mobility target.

•

Roundabout control for the intersection of Maple Leaf Avenue/Timber Street could help serve the
turning movements at this location. The vehicle queuing analysis indicates that the 95 th
percentile northbound traffic queue at US 20 would not extend to this intersection.
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION REVIEW

The future traffic conditions identify areas within East Albany that forecast operations near or over
capacity for automobile mobility. Increasing volume and congestion along major connective
corridors such as US20, Know Butte Road, Goldfish Farms Road, would also depreciate safety for
pedestrians or cyclists traveling. Attempting to cross streets at marked or unmarked crossings will
become more difficult as a results of increasing volumes. Cyclists riding on roadways would also
have a degraded experience and increased risk with more traffic and no improvements made to
bicycle facilities.
Generally, there are few sidewalks and marked crossings within East Albany under existing
conditions. Some roadways such as US20, Knox Butte Road and Goldfish Farms Road, that could
serve as connections for pedestrians or cyclists do not include consistent sidewalks, bike lanes, or
marked crossings. Especially in areas where these facilities do not exist, added stress for users by
increasing traffic volumes could deter users from choosing active modes of transportation.
Few pedestrian and cyclist facilities are present in East Albany and there are few planned projects
to enhance active transportation in the area. To make active transportation modes into choice
modes, and to provide mobility for those without access to automobiles, further investment in
pedestrian and cyclist facilities may be necessary.

PLANNED INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

The AAMPO RTP and City of Albany TSP include lists of financially constrained and aspirational
projects. Table 4 lists the identified transportation projects to improve vehicle capacity in the
AAMPO RTP.
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TABLE 4. PLANNED TRAFFIC CAPACITY IMPROVEMENTS PROJECTS (EAST ALBANY)
ID

PROJECT NAME

COST

FINANCIALLY CONSTRAINED PROJECTS
A18

Knox Butte Rd/Century Dr Interim Signal

345,000

A23

Knox Butte Rd Widening ROW

1,478,000

A20

Timber St Extension

966,000

A24

Know Butte Rd Widening ROW

31,000

A48

Timber St Extension/18th Ave/Spicer Dr

650,000

A82

Timber St Extension/18th Ave/Spicer Dr

863,000

A106

Knox Butte Rd Widening

1,901,400

A107

Knox Butte Rd Widening

825,000

A108

Knox Butte Rd Widening

1,256,000

A109

Knox Butte Rd Widening

7,688,000

A131

Scravel Hill Rd Improvements

9,699,000
$25,702,400

ASPIRATIONAL PROJECTS
A78

US20/Timber St Signal

571,000

A96

Spicer Dr Extension (West of Timber St)

982,000

A97

Spicer Dr Extension (East of Timber St)

1,666,000
$3,219,000

Planned projects in East Albany will provide capacity improvements on corridors that project to
experience significant delay and congestion in the future (i.e. Knox Butte Road). However, planned
capacity improvements on roadways in East Albany will likely be expensive, totaling project costs
of approximately 30 million dollars.
With the knowledge of forecast conditions, constructing bike and pedestrian facilities to provide
connectivity between each other will become very important to control future vehicular demand.
The AAMPO RTP identifies planned improvements to multimodal facilities within East Albany as
listed in Table 5.
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TABLE 5. PLANNED MULTIMODAL PROJECTS (EAST ALBANY)
ID

PROJECT NAME

COST

FINANCIALLY CONSTRAINED PROJECTS*
A134

Goldfish Farms Rd Improvements

4,444,000

A138

US20 Improvements

2,068,000

A160

Airport Rd Sidewalks

485,000

Clover Ridge Rd Improvements

2,000,000

LC8

$8,997,000
*No additional Aspirational Projects are proposed in the AAMPO RTP for multimodal improvements in East Albany.

ATTACHMENTS

The following attachments are included:
•

Figure 1 – Education Enrollment Growth (2010 to 2040)

•

Figure 2 – Employment Growth (2010 to 2040)

•

Figure 3 – Households Growth (2010 to 2040)
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FIGURE 1: EDUCATION ENROLLMENT GROWTH (2010 -2040)
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FIGURE 2: EMPLOYMENT GROWTH (2010 -2040)
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FIGURE 3: HOUSEHOLD GROWTH (2010 -2040)
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to

Anne Catlin and Matthew Ruettgers, City of Albany

from

Matt Hastie, MIG|APG and Ken Pirie, Walker Macy

re

East Albany Plan – Design Workshop Results and Summary of Initial Planning Concepts

date

March 3, 2022

The East Albany consultant team and City of Albany staff conducted a Design
Workshop on February 15. The purpose of the workshop was to brainstorm and
develop initial land use and transportation plan concepts that reflect the Project
Vision and Goals developed earlier in the planning process.
During the workshop, participants discussed and sketched out potential future
locations for new road and trail connections and discussed desired patterns of land
use in the Project Study Area. Ideas and observations discussed during the
workshop included the following:
•

Potential land use alternatives should anticipate requirements associated with
Oregon’s Climate-Friendly and Equitable Communities process. Among other
features, those rules will require a certain percentage of a City’s future
growth to occur in higher density residential and mixed use areas of the
community. The corridor along Timber Ridge between Knox Butte and Hwy
20 looked like a promising candidate for a future CFA.

•

Future retail, services and restaurants should be located in walkable and
bikeable areas away from Highway 20.

•

Land uses on the Samaritan and Legacy Health properties can be considered
flexible for the purposes of this plan. Those owners have not made final
decisions about the future development of their properties and are interested
in any recommendations we may identify in those locations.

•

In identifying specific land uses along the edge of the existing urban growth
boundary (UGB), consider future plans and current county zoning for
adjacent land that is now outside the UGB. (Note: Linn County land is zoned
Exclusive Farm Use, with two exceptions – RR-5 north on Clover Ridge, and
Aggregate Resource Overlay south of Highway 20 where the Knife River
training facility and quarry sites are located.)

Gold Beach Housing Advancement Project – Preliminary Draft Housing Measures Summary Memo, Part 1

•

It will be important to coordinate our efforts with Linn County.

•

In identifying the location and design of roads that parallel riparian or other
natural area corridors, we should think about whether roads should be
directly adjacent to the corridors or whether new developments should front
the corridors. The first option may be preferable from an urban design
perspective while the second option may make it easier to pay for
construction of the new roads (since they would be “double-loaded” with
development).

•

We may consider different types of bicycle facilities. The City’s Transportation
System Plan (TSP) only identifies standard bicycle lanes as an option.
However, to the extent we update or recommend updates to the TSP, we
could consider other options like buffered bike lanes, multi-use paths or
“cycle-tracks.”

•

Currently improvements along Goldfish Road and Timber Ridge Street
include standard on-street bicycle lanes. Extensions of those roads could use
other treatments.

•

For the Knox Butte area, much of this area is steeply sloped and likely will be
developed for lower density housing with limited roadway connections. We
may identify opportunity areas for denser or more mixed development in the
flatter areas. We can identify this as a future refinement planning area.

•

The area north of Highway 20 and east of I-5 has transportation circulation
challenges, including the potential need to limit access to the north via Price
Road. This in turn will reduce access to properties west of Price Road. One
possible solution to avoid sending vehicles to Knox Butte, would be to extend
Anderson Place south to Highway 20 across from Timber Street and north to
connect it to an improved section of Blue Ox Drive. However, this may have
several challenges, including impacts to existing business and structures
north of Highway 20, and potential constraints to making improvements to
Blue Ox Drive. That road was built in part with federal funds to provide
access to recreational facilities and is classified as a local street. It may not
be feasible to improve it to the extent needed or to reclassify it as a collector
road. Building a full intersection at Highway 20/Timber Street also could
worsen traffic operations there. Another option is to extend Commercial Way
west to Price and east to Goldfish Farm (parallel Blue Ox Drive). Commercial
Way dead ends into ODOT lot.
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Gold Beach Housing Advancement Project – Preliminary Draft Housing Measures Summary Memo, Part 1

•

Even if the potential improvements noted above are not feasible, it would be
important to have an improved pedestrian crossing of Highway 20 in this
area.

•

Potential new employment areas do not need to be overly large. For
example, anything in the 40–100-acre range would attract a wide range of
industrial, light industrial or other large employers.

•

Different land uses may be warranted for industrial sites in the southwest
corner of the study area due to wetlands.

•

Anything we can do to increase the flexibility of land uses allowed in an area,
particularly for different types of employment uses will be beneficial from an
economic development perspective.

As an outcome of the meeting, the Consultant Team is in the process of preparing
sketch plans of the following:
•
•

•

Roadway network, including potential new collector or arterial roads.
Trail network, including pedestrian or multi-use trails paralleling riparian
corridors and on-street trail connections that provide a high level of
pedestrian and bicycle connectivity through the area
Three preliminary land use development alternatives for the Project
Study Area, showing different configurations of moderate density and higherdensity housing, mixed use or neighborhood commercial areas, commercial
development, and mixed employment areas.

The team and City staff will review these concepts with the Project Advisory
Committee (PAC) and the Albany Planning Commission and City Council at
meetings in March. Based on feedback at those meetings, the team will further
refine and evaluate the alternatives as part of the next phase of work in the
project. Preliminary land use concept sketch plans accompany this memo.
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